
Some comments about § 6.2 the issue raised from Joe Parkinson 
 
The RABC has concluded, after a technical analysis, that the field of 30 microvolts/meter 
measured at 30 meters is about 40 dB greater than  the general noise level in an urban setting. The 
average urban lot with above ground electrical service is about100 ' long and about 50' wide.  
This puts the entire lot at or above the 30 uv/meter interference level.   
 
The RABC considers an  a BPL interference level of  1 microvolts/meter measured at 30 meters, 
while not ideal, would reduce the interference level sufficiently to allow use of the HF bands for 
non-essential communications.  This level should also be applied to the frequencies above 30 
MHz.   Other Interference Mitigation Requirements would need to be in place for essential 
communications services. 
 
 
 
According to the data and formulas from ITU-R 372-8 Radio noise, our calculation 
doesn’t agree with the calculation that the field of 30 microvolts/meter measured at 30 meters 
is about 40 dB greater than the general noise level in an urban setting.  
 
The formulas we used below: 
 
Man-made noise, median value 
 

= −amF c d log f                 (dB)                                            (1) 
 
where c is  76.8 and d is 27.7, for urban areas and f expressed in MHz. 
 
 
2)       For a short (h <<λ) vertical monopole above a perfect ground plane, the vertical 
component the r.m.s . field strength is given by      
 

20 95 5n a MHzE F log f B .= + + −                        dB( V / m )µ     (2) 
 

where :            nE :  field strength in bandwidth b. 
                         B:    10log b. 
 

   MHzf : center frequency in MHz.  
 

The bandwidth b usually is related to the measurement resolution, which 
is about 9 -10 kHz. 
 

                        1 aF−  is the noise power figure. For the man-made noise, aF may be 
determined using (1), that is  
 
for  f = 10 MHz, from (1)  we have  
                                                    49 1aF . ( dB )= . 



           The r.m.s . field strength associated with the man made noise can be obtained as 
                            49 1 20 95 5n MHzE . log f B .= + + −  
     If  the center frequency is also 10 MHz, and the band width b is taken as 10k Hz, 
 We have the field strength of the man made noise 
  
                                                nE 13.6 dB( V/m)µ=                                 (3) 
 
 
Again for example f= 25 MHz, from (1)  38 07aF . ( dB )=  and  from (2) with the same 
bandwidth b , we have  
                                                
    nE 10.5 dB( V/m)µ=    (4) 
 
 
On the other hand, FCC field limit is 30 V/mµ  or 29.5 dB( V/m)µ . The difference of 
this limit could never be greater than the man made noise level up to 40 dB! 
 
Also the BPL interference level of 1 V/mµ at 30 meters is unreasonably small based on 
the noise level values given in (3) and (4).  
 
The above is our estimation and comments about the § 6.2 . There may be something 
wrong.  
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